Lab Managers’ Meeting

August 1, 2016

Attendance:  Beth Myrer, Darel Hawkins, David Tobler, Doug Hales, James George, John Berry, Jordan Kratochvil, Josh Kratochvil, Kim Leseberg, Merrill Oveson, Mike Taylor, Scott Horne, Skyler Jeppson

Conducting:  David Tobler

Minutes:  Beth Myrer

**Bradford in labs**

- Will be required on all wired ports, but is going slowly – BA is finished
- The process for labs is slightly different – register computers in lab groups (then there shouldn’t be any disruption in service)
- Can be put into a test sequence with SCCM – can help with deployment
- Deployment of the agent and registering computers can be done separately
- The policy is to silence Bradford in labs
- Allow Bradford on Clean Slate (or Deep Freeze)
- Once agent installed, information on computer is accessible (ie address, who is logged in, network, etc)
- For MACs, there may be an issue if there is a different operating system
- If there are question or issues with Bradford, contact Doug Hales
- Main focus of Bradford is to know what is on the network and how it is used, and getting

**Clean-Slate Deployment**

- Doesn’t work well with Windows 10 – no issues with Windows 7
- Corrupts the machine and need to reimage it - reboot
- Labs are still Windows 7 – shouldn’t make Windows 10 the campus standard for labs (desktops seem to be fine)
- Deep Freeze license expires in October (can be used but won’t have any updates) – will go with Clean Slate for spring

**SCCM**

- Haven’t tested the library for multi-casting – but need new switches (gig switches)
- Took T&C 3 hours to do 30 machines
- When loading the image it states “multi-casting” - if there are questions contact Scott Jackson
- Discussion of iTunes, and Quick Time – and if they are needed
Other

- Merrill had questions regard computer orders and when they would arrive
- Virtual – if there are apps that have site licenses (Citrix) will put on
- Discussion of testing with Photo Shop
- Will need a video card to be able to access some things

Next meeting – October 24